Go for the Gold: A "Plane" and Simple Technique for Resecting Benign Peripheral Nerve Sheath Tumors.
Intraneural dissection is a useful technique for achieving gross total resection and preserving functional fascicles for peripheral nerve tumors. Finding the correct tissue plane is the critical step for safe successful enucleation. The authors hypothesized that the yellow color of benign nerve tumors can be used to identify surgical planes. To describe a technique to find the correct intraneural dissection plane based on a quantified yellow appearance during resection of benign peripheral nerve sheath tumors. Intraoperative photographs were reviewed to determine the percentage of yellow that tumors appeared at different phases of surgery. A technique was developed to quantitatively measure the amount of yellow using Photoshop. Previously published journal articles containing color images of peripheral nerve tumor resections were also analyzed for yellow tumor color. There were 24 patients with suitable images to permit measurement of color for 3 steps of the procedure. The average percentages of yellow for tumor exposure, tumor resection, and removed specimen were 36.5%, 59.1%, and 80.4%, respectively (P < .001). Three publications were found that contained high-quality images of at least 2 phases of the surgery with average yellow content of 47.4% and 84% (P < .01). The simple observation that a benign nerve sheath tumor is yellow in color can be used to guide surgical resection and achieve excellent outcomes. Intraneural dissection through the pseudocapsule should be pursued layer by layer until a yellow true capsule is found. By sparing functional nervous tissue within the pseudocapsule, this technique may lead to improved neurological outcomes.